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D o  MARINE SCIENTISTS HAVE A 
SCIENTIFIC VIEW OF THE EARTH? 

By Gunther Krause and Matthias Tomczak 

O N E  OF THE GREAT cha l l enges  o f  mar ine  sci-  
ences has always been to integrate the information 
collected over many decades by' the oceanographic 
community  into a global picture of life and water 
movement in the world ocean. The advent of  satel- 
lites has assisted us greatly: we are now presented 
with quasi-synoptic global views of  our planet on 
a daily basis. Developments  in computer  technol- 
ogy were essential  to this change,  since without  
them today 's  satellites could neither fly nor trans- 
mit oceanographic information. 

A parallel development occurred with the advent 
of  g lobal  ocean c i rcula t ion  and coupled  a tmos-  
phere/ocean models. These models offer us a syn- 
thetic but truly synoptic view of the World Ocean. 
enabling us to fill in circulation details in regions of 
low field-data density and extrapolating into times 
not covered by' observations. Again. developments 
in computer technology made this possible. 

Ar i thmet i c  opera t ions  on large matr ices  {the 
backbone of general circulation models) and rapid 
processing of large data streams Ithe basis of satel- 
lite data transmission} can be considered classical 
app l i ca t i ons  of  e l ec t ron ic  compute r s .  A third.  
equa l ly  impor tan t  area  of  c o m p u t e r  app l i ca t ion  
that emerged gradually from experience is data vi- 
sualization. It has become clear that satellite data. 
results from ocean models, or climatological refor- 
mat ion ext rac ted  from global  data  base,, can no 
longer be displayed,  studied, or understood ~ ith- 
out computer-based image processing. 

The combinat ion of  these technological  devel-  
opnlents has opened many nev, avenues t\~r nlarine 
research .  O p e r a t i o n a l  p r ed i c t i on  of  E1 Nifio. 
analv,,is of eddy intensity in the Circumpolar Cur- 
rent. the model ing of  possible  c l imate  trend,, are 
some e x a m p l e s  of  what  has become po,,,,ible 
toda,,. This paper di,,cus,e,, an intere,,ting side-el-  
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fect of  c o m p u t e r - a s s i s t e d  image  d i sp lays ,  the 
emergence  of  what could be cal led tile "'square- 
gridded earth". 

The square-gridded earth occurs in many forms. 
The example shown in Figure 1 is particularly' in- 
structive since the caption that accompanied it in 
the original  paper  specifical ly ment ioned the use 
of  a part icular  image processing software for the 
preparat ion of  the figure, l inage processing soft- 
ware requires  uniform data d is t r ibut ion .  On the 
square-gridded earth this is achieved by supplying 
the data on a grid of  constant latitude and longi- 
tude and by plotting latitude and longitude on lin- 
ear  scales .  Note that la t i tude and long i tude  are 
both length measurements  against  a reference lo- 
cat ion and therefore have the same unit Imeter).  
However .  so f t , r a re  packages  a l lo~  for the free 
choice of the lengths of  x- and y-axes. For layout 
or aesthetic reasons we therefore find many aspect 
ratios of  square-gridded representations of global  
data fields. As they come together  with the con- 
tours of  the continent,,  ,ae tend to cons ider  such 
graphics as "'maps". 

Appa ren t ly .  oceanographer , ,  treat hor izon ta l  
data field,, in a , i m i l a r  ~vav as vert ical  d is t r ibu-  
tions. In the latter case there are good reasons to 
displa~ the ~,ame unit v, ith different  ,,caling fac- 
top,. \Vhen di , ,pla) ing hydrographic ,,ections it is 
u,,ual and nece,,,,ar\ to expand the \ ertical wale b~ 
a factor of 1(}1} or more relatixe t~ the horizontal 
, ta le .  Thi ,  i,, ju, t if ied b~ the fact that the ocean b, 
a thin film of ,,tratified fluid and that vertical exag- 
gera t ion of scale.,, is the onl', ~a ' ,  to display its 
s t ructure .  S imi la r lx  c ompe l l i ng  reasons  do not 
exist when it comes to the presentation of data on 
a horizontal ,,urface. 

The queqion of the correct aspect ratio i',. hou-  
exer. trixial uhen  we c~)nsider the main problem 
ra i , ed  bx the prol i ferat ion of  the , ,quare-gridded 
earth concept. \Ve ha ~,e knov, n for ,,ome time that 
the Earth i,  Iver', close to} a ,,phere: anyone who 

sti l l  needs con~ incing can now see c o m p e l l i n g  
proof in space photographs returned from satellite 
missions. What many of  us do not seem to realize 
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Fig. 1: One of  the realizations of  the "square-gridded earth" as seen ht our 
TOS journal: Climatological sea surface temperature in Febraarv. Though 
no latitude and longitude axes are shown, it is clear that both are plotted on 
linear scales. From Sharp and McLain (1993). Cartographers know the 
square-gridded earth as Platt "s map. 

is that transformation of data fields from a spheri- 
cal surface to a plane is more than a simple exer- 
cise in graphing, such as the drawing of  isopycnals 
in a temperature-salinity diagram or the contouring 
of  surface temperature along a repeat XBT section 
as a function of  time and distance along the track. 
It is a scientific exercise in itself in which princi- 
ples of  geodesy are applied. 

There are many ways to project a spherical sur- 
face into a plane. Some projections are better than 
others, some are more useful for a given applica- 
tion than others. In this note we want to point out 
the importance of  the correct choice of  projection 

Fig. 3: Tire map of  Greek philosopher Hekataios, 
devised about 500 B.C., showing Europe, Asia, 
and Libya (now Africa), with Hekataios'  birth- 
place hi its center. 

for  different applications.  We review the effect 
different  project ions have on our view of  the 
world. We conclude with a discussion of  the most 
appropriate projections for oceanographic applica- 
tions. 

A fundamental  property of  all project ions is 
that they are based on convers ion  a lgor i thms 
which establish unique relationships between posi- 
t ions on the sphere and posit ions on the plane, 
conserving at least one important property in the 
process. Which property is considered important 
varies from application to application, but the fol- 
lowing properties generally are recognized as im- 
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Fig. 2: Tire infornration o f  Figure 1 shown in Mercator projection f rom 
78.5°S to 80°N. (Tire data are taken from Levitus, 1982, while the data for  
Figure 1 are based on an atlas of  Bauer and Robinson as given by Sharp and 
McLain, 1993. The coh~r coding is slightly different from the palette used by 
Sharp and McLahL ) 

Fig. 4: The London Psalter map from the 13th 
centura" showing Bethlehem in the center 
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portant: 1) fidelity of  area. 2) fidelity of  angle. 3) 
choice of  any pair of  meridians as map boundaries 
without redrawing, and 4) east always to the right, 
north always up (i.e., a rectangular coordinate sys- 
tem). The first two are fundamental  for a realistic 
depict ion of  the Earth, while the last two are im- 
portant if the intention is to produce a map useful 
for scientific data presentat ion and posi t ion plot-  
ting. 

Obviously  some of  the propert ies are mutually 
exclusive,  so every projection can only do just ice 
to some. Fideli ty of  distance would be considered 
pa ramoun t  in the p repa ra t ion  o f  a road  a t las ,  
which (assuming uniform road condit ions)  would 
a l low es t imat ion  of  t ravel  t imes  at a g lance  but  
could not have fidelity of  area or angle• Unfortu- 
nately,  no project ion can conserve  dis tance over  
the entire map surface, so every road atlas is only 
an approximation.  Fidel i ty  of  angle is of  pr imary 
concern for navigat ion to al low a ship or aircraft  
officer to read the compass angle directly from the 
pos i t ion  gr id  on the map.  This  is the sc ient i f ic  
basis for the Mercator  projection of  1569 (Figure 
2), a great scientific achievement and an indispens- 
able tool for oceanographic  cruise planning.  The 
Mercator map does not have fidelity of  area. but it 
includes the convenience of  a rectangular  coordi-  
nate system. 

Fidel i ty  of  area is important  in many oceano-  
g raph ic  app l i ca t ions ,  because  the coup l ing  be- 
tween the ocean and the atmosphere occurs at the 
sea surface• and most exchange processes are pro- 
portional to the area of  contact. The Mercator pro- 
jection would be an inappropriate tool for this field 
of  research, because it shows the tropics and sub- 
t ropics ,  be tween  30°S and 30°N. as 43% of  the 
map area between 60°S and 60°N. and as 28% of 
the map area between 75°S and 75°N, whereas in 
real i ty  they cover ,  of  course,  half  the surface of  
the earth. The Mercator map therefore invites us to 
underestimate the role of  the tropics in air/sea in- 
teract ion.  The square-gr idded  earth suffers from 
the same p rob lem:  it shows the region be tween  
30°S and 30°N as 33% of the map area. In contrast 
to the Mercator  projection, it does not conserve a 
single fundamental property of  projections and in 
fact is not a projection at all. since it is not derived 
from geodetic principles. It is a visualization con- 
cept. i.e.. it may have artistic merit but is of  little 
scientific value and should not have a place in the 
scientific literature. 

Before we go on to a discussion of  appropriate 
p ro jec t ions  for world  ocean app l i ca t ions  it may 
be useful  to d~vell a bit on the in t e rac t ion  be-  
tween map projections and our view of  the Earth. 
To begin with. a map is a reflection of knowledge 
about the surface of  the earth at the t ime of  the 
map ' s  design• Once established, it takes on a life 

of  its own and begins to influence peop le ' s  per-  
cept ion of  the world.  Take for example  the map 
of  Greek  ph i losopher  Hekata ios  (Fig.  3) that he 
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Fig. 5: The conthtents of the earth shown in Sanson's projection of 1650. 

designed about 500 B.C.; it summarized all exist- 
ing knowledge about the l iving space of  his civi- 
l ization. Every ancient  t ravel ler  reported that his 
voyage  came to an end at the shore of  a big un- 
surmountable  sea, information that was corrobo-  
rated by the reports of  seafarers who testified that 
the sea  was end le s s .  So the na tura l  mode l  
e m e r g e d  that the ear th  a p p e a r e d  as a d i sk  sur-  
rounded by water• This admirab le  first model  o f  
the world of  the Medi terranean c iv i l iza t ions  sur- 
vived for almost  2.000 years,  even though a fel- 
low Greek mathemat ic ian  and geographer .  Eras-  
thosthenes, showed as early as 222 B.C. that the 
earth is a sphere. 

One o f  the reasons  for the l ongev i ty  o f  the 
Heka ta io s  map is that the church in Europe  
adopted the disc model to illustrate Heaven above. 
Hell below. Paradise in the east. and Jerusalem as 
the center of the world. An example of  the charts 
produced during these years is the famous "'Lon- 
don Psal ter  map"  (Fig.  4). which dates from the 
thirteenth century. The wide-spread acceptance of  
the disc model represented a major defeat for sci- 
entific exploration and interpretation. 

The change came with the capture of Constan- 
t inople,  where the concept  of  the spherical  earth 
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Fig. 6: An e.rample of the Mollweide projection. 
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Fig. 7: Tire WOCE hydrographic network as produced by tire hrternational WOCE Office (WOCE Newsletter number 9, February 
1990). 

had been maintained, by the Turks in 1453. Schol- 
ars who fled the city carried Ptolemy's teachings 
into Europe: Ptolemy shows the world on a half- 
sphere, which depicts only 8% of the true size of 
the earth's surface. This was the map Columbus 
saw before he went on his voyage of discovery. 
Without doubt, he was greatly assisted in making 
his historic decision by the large underestimation 
of distances on this map (Peters, 1983). 

The success of Mercator's projection in making 
the task of navigation officers easy and straightfor- 
ward established the Mercator map as a standard 
and gave it widespread use. Even today it can still 
be seen in school atlases and on television screens. 
The effect of this map on our perception of the 
world should not be underestimated. Ask any high 
school student which is larger, the former Soviet 
Union or Africa--chances are that the answer is 

Fig. 8: The Lambert projection of 1772. the first projection that combined 
fidelit3., of area with a rectangular latitude/longitude grid. 

the Soviet Union. Go into more detail and com- 
pare Egypt with France; many people (including 
scientists) would assert that France is about the 
size of Egypt when in reality Egypt is, of course, 
nearly twice as large as France, and the former So- 
viet Union is only three-quarters the size of 
Africa. As a final test, ask which is larger, Green- 
land or Arabia---Greenland is about two-thirds of 
Arabia's size. 

A map with such distortions makes comparative 
evaluation of air/sea interaction processes in dif- 
ferent parts of the world ocean a difficult task. 
How much of the Pacific Ocean, for example, is 
taken up by the "'warm pool" in the western equa- 
torial region? Does the area of the equatorial cur- 
rent system really exceed that of the subpolar 
gyres? How much of the ocean surface is affected 
by El Nifio anomalies? Try and find the answers 
from a Mercator map or from a map of the square- 
gridded earth: you will be convinced of the value 
of area-conserving projections. 

Projections that maintain fidelity of area have 
been known for quite some time. The Sanson pro- 
jection of 1650 (Fig. 5) was based on sketches 
originally developed by Mercator. Other projec- 
tions such as the Mollweide (Fig. 6), the Aithoff, 
or the Hammer display a more rounded shape and 
are therefore often preferred. Although when it 
comes to area comparisons, these projections are 
superior to the square-gridded earth and the Mer- 
cator projection, there is no simple way to use 
them for different parts of the earth's surface. A 
Mollweide projection of the Indian Ocean, for ex- 
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ample, would require a complete redrawing of all 
coastlines (see Fig. 6). This is probably the reason 
why the International WOCE Office seems to 
favor a projection (Fig. 7) in which the earth ap- 
pears as a peeled orange so that each ocean is seen 
in one piece. 

Another major disadvantage that the Mollweide 
map shares with the others is the need to incorpo- 
rate at least a longitude grid, and in some cases 
also a latitude grid, if the map is to be of any use 
for the plotting of data. This can interfere with 
contours of observational parameters and produces 
a cluttered map surface. 

The optimum charting tool for ocean-scale 
oceanographic data appears to be a map that com- 
bines fidelity of area with a rectangular coordinate 
grid. The earliest example is the Lambert projec- 
tion (Fig. 8). More recently, the Peters projection, 
developed in 1974, (Fig. 9) has found some accep- 
tance because its shape is very close to the stan- 
dard sheet of paper accepted by printers and plot- 
ters or to the standard size of computer screens 
(Peters, 1989). The Peters projection is used ex- 
tensively in the recent textbook Regional 
Oceanography: an hltroduction (Tomczak and 
Godfrey, 1994). The display software included 
with the new CD-ROM of the GEBCO charts 
(IOC/IHO/BODC, 1994) contains the Peters pro- 
jection among its standard displays. 

We began this paper by pointing out the nega- 
tive effect of user-friendly image processing soft- 
ware on the scientific standards of geographic 
mapping in geosciences. We should end by point- 
ing out the tremendous advantages offered by 
computer image processing. To take just one ex- 
ample, the disadvantage of maps with curved co- 
ordinates that require redrawing for different 
views of the earth practically disappears if the 
projection is computer-generated. This makes it 
possible to introduce animated data displays, such 
as the one produced by Semtner et al. (1991) to 
show results from a high resolution numerical 
model. It uses a "'photographic" view of the earth 
(Fig. 10) to display upper ocean temperature, but 
it lets the earth spin around its axis. As a result. 
no part of the earth's surface is disadvantaged rel- 
ative to other parts at similar latitudes by suffer- 
ing the gross distortions experienced at the mar- 
gins. Distortions remain toward the poles, but 
there is no reason why a computer animation has 
to use the same axis of rotation as the earth itself. 
If fair treatment of the polar regions is required. 
rotation around an axis in the equatorial plane is a 
possibility. 

It seems to us that marine scientists should ap- 
proach the question of how to display data fields 
over large parts of the world ocean scientifically 
and make educated choices of projections. They 
should not, for the matter of convenience, be led 
astray by "user-friendly" software and replace a 
scientific approach by a display that does not con- 
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Fig. 9: Tire information of Figure 2 shown in Peters projection and using the 
same color coding. Note that the ocean appears warmer than in Figure 2. 
While tire h~fonnation built into Figures 2 and 9 is tire same, the information 
we extract depends, among other factors, on ttre projection used. 

serve any map property whatsoever. Producers of 
software should be encouraged to include a selec- 
tion of the most important projections as standard 
display options. 

If the region displayed is small, projection 
does. of course, not matter. The square-gridded 
earth will then remain the quickest and simplest 
way to show data. Displays of oceanic size should 
be based on projections appropriate for their pur- 
pose. The Peters projection will often be the best 
choice. 

Fig. 10: A computer-generated "photographic 
view" of the earth, showing plankton concemra- 
tion as derived f rom 7.5 v o f  CZCS data. The 
scale uses the rainbow colors with red signifying 
high concentrations. From Feldman et al. (1992). 
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